Stories of a Dollhouse
Exploring our family
Memory and Traditions

Święconka
1922
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Today is a great day in the Ksiazyk house.
Cousin

Stanisław

(Staś)

is

coming

for

Święconka, the blessing of the Easter meal on
Holy Saturday. This is a promise Staś made to
his Godmother Józefa who is so proud of him.
Next year, he will receive the Holy Orders
Sacrament to become a Priest. Right now, as
a Deacon, he can already give his benediction.
The presence of Staś is a blessing in itself.
Since the beginning of the week, Leon and
Ciesław have been nice as a picture: no
tantrum, no quarrels, nothing broken. Such
peace in the house is quite a miracle!
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Cousin Stanisław has a small suitcase

Józefa also wonders if her husband

containing a miniature liturgical equipment.

Walenty will be back from his travel

The

the

tomorrow Sunday for the Holy Easter

Święconka blessing, he takes a small

Mass. She knows that he would never

sprinkler, a miniature cruet with Holy Water,

miss this major celebration at the All-

and his breviary with the prayers of the day.

Saints Church (Kościół Wszystkich

He asks Leon, the older boy to hold the

Świętych), the parish of the family in

small plate with Holy Water. After reading

Warsaw.

boys

are

fascinated.

For

the Easter Gospel (a short version), he
ends with the Święconka prayer.

Walenty claims to be an enlightened
modernist in favour of social progress

This is the first Święconka at home in

and people emancipation. He shares

Warsaw. Józefa is a little bit sad. Christmas

this perspective with Marcel Godlewski,

and

painful

the Head Priest of All Saints Church. At

memories. She remembers when her little

home, religion is a much-discussed

Władisław was still there, four years ago.

issue and sometimes, Walenty and

She also has a special thought for her

Józefa disagree about the prominence

mother who passed away two years ago

of the Church. However, Walenty has

and her father who served his last Easter

never stepped away from the deeply

Święconka last year.

rooted Catholic tradition of the family.

Easter

always

awakens
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Family Tradition

In normal time, the Ksiazyk Family would

Leon also remembers that no one could

return to the “old house” in Dąbrowa for

tell precisely at what time the Święconka

Easter celebrations. There, on Holy

blessing

Saturday, the Priest would come to give

sometimes had to wait until late in the

the Święconka Benediction (Poświęcenie

afternoon. When it was raining or if there

Pokarmów).

was too much snow outside, the ground

Leon remembers that in the dining room
of Babcia and Dziadek (Grandma and
Grandpa) there were a large table and
many smaller covered with the most

would

take

place.

Guests

floor of the house was overcrowded.
There was great fun in spite of Easter
mourning solemnity. The children (a
dozen cousins) were overly excited.

delicious dishes you can imagine. All this

Usually, Dziadek or an honourable guest

food was prepared for the “Easter

presided over the ceremony. He always

breakfast”

(Wielkanocne

began with a little allocution, and many

śniadanie), when the family and guests

wishes for the harvests to come. This was

would return from the Holy Easter Mass.

an occasion for sharing some specific

The joyful feast could last until late in the

intentions for family members who were

night.

sick or away.

of

Sunday
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After Dziadek’s allocution, the Priest read

When the ceremony was over, eggs and

the

Resurrection,

dairy products were taken back to the

concluding with “Oto Słowo Pańskie” -

underground cooler located outside the

This is the Word of the Lord. Everybody

house. Babcia covered the table with a

replied “Chwała Tobie, Chryste” - Praise

large white tablecloth. She used this large

to you, Christ. This was the signal for a

embroidered linen exclusively for the

small common prayer. Then, Family and

Święconka blessing. She also had a

Friends shared beautiful painted eggs as

special tablecloth for the Christmas diner.

Gospel

of

the

a symbol of the Resurrection.

This precaution aimed at protecting the

The blessing ceremony was quite short

food from any unwelcomed intrusion of

because the Priest had many houses to

children, pets or insects. An old servant

visit. Before leaving, he also blessed the

was posted to watch the dining room and

Święconka baskets that Babcia had

keep the kids away. They were told that

prepared for some needy persons in the

eating goodies before attending Easter

village. These baskets contained the

Holy Mass was a very serious sin. There

traditional Easter dishes: bread, boiled

was no way to steal food. Whenever a

eggs, butter, a small Easter cake, ham

cousin was successful, he gained the

and sausages.

status of hero of the week.
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Post-war Environment

In 1922, WWI was not far behind. During
the summer 1920, Poland had to wage a
victorious war against a Bolshevik invasion
(read Bitwa Warszawska). The borders
were just stabilizing and peace was not fully
secured.
In Warsaw, there was a recurrent shortage
of many ingredients, including coffee, tea
and chocolate. Coupons from ration books
were requested for many goods.
Moreover,

a

terrible

inflation

was

developing because the Polish Mark was
aligned on the German currency. In March
1922, a 2500,000 marks banknote was
introduced. Many families couldn’t even
afford butter and sugar. Without the food
supply from the family estate in Dąbrowa,
the Ksiazyk family in Warsaw would have

Coupons cards (Karta opałowa)
used in Warsaw for the year 19211922.

suffered serious difficulties.

The banknote with 250,000 marks value was introduced in March 1922. In 1921,
the highest banknote value was 5000 marks and the uncontrolled inflation had
spiked to 395% (Source: Przedwojenna Polska w liczbach – Kamil Janicki)
Before the end of the year, a record 10 -million banknote will circulate.
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All our Dollhouse sceneries are on a 1:12 scale. The food above is made
in polymer clay (Fimo) and self-hardening modelling clay (DAS).

Easter Table

In 1922, the Święconka table was certainly below usual standards but Józefa had made
the most of home preserves to prepare the traditional Easter dishes:
• Several sorts of baked and smoked sausages (kiełbasa);
• A dish of white baked sausages;
• Boiled eggs with several dressings: sour cream, horseradish (chrzan), and mayonnaise;
• Ham from the Dąbrowa farm;
• A mixed salad;
• A sour rye soup (żurek).
Easter breakfast was served with a delicious sok, the juice of cooked fruits (likely plums)
flavoured with a mix of cinnamon and orange peels. There are also two bottles of wine
from Hungary.
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Easter Cakes

All these dishes sound delicious but actually,
the two Książyk boys

were

exclusively

interested by Easter sweets and goodies.
The last cakes they were allowed to ate were
doughnuts (pączki) and angel wings (faworki),
just before the Lent. Over the last 40 days, rice
pudding and semolina had been the only
authorized deserts beside fruits.
The big babka wielkanocna is the king of the
table. Every Polish family has a secret to cook
this capricious cake. The babka (also called
baba) is a delicate equation between an
indecent number of yolks and the appropriate
quantity of yeast. The cooking is the most
challenging part. A babka failure in the kitchen
is considered a major catastrophe.
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“Kłopoty wielkanocne” (Easter Troubles) - Michał Elwiro Andriolli (1836-1893),

"Nieudane baby" (Failed Baba) - J. Ryszkiewicz (1856-1925)
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Every

Polish family has

a

specific recipe to prepare a
mazurek.
This is a very sophisticated cake
that looks flat. In fact, there are
several layers of pastry that can
be shortbread, shortcrust or
even meringue.
Heavily sweet, mazurek cakes
are covered with a thick layer of
jam or fudge caramel. The
decoration of mazurek cakes is
made with almonds, nuts and
candied fruits. The patterns
usually represents spring buds.
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Sękacz
Although not a specific Easter cake, Sękacz is the favourite of the boys. This giant
tower is a dough cooked over an open fire on a very long rotating spit. Hence the
hollow in the middle. In 1922, Józefa had probably bought her sękacz in a bakery
shop because the preparation at home would have required a complex equipment.
Anyway, the Książyk boys are expecting a little surprise inside…most probably two
little bags of candies. For our Dollhouse, we made this cake with real flour, salt and
water with 20mn cooking at 130°. Et voilà !

.
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Kraszanki and Pisankis

In Poland, tainted eggs are called Kraszanki. When they are painted with delicate patterns,
they are called Pisanki. On the Easter table of the Książyk Family, the eggs are not hand
painted but they have pretty colours. This harmony of crimson red, intense brown and blush
pink comes from a homemade dyeing with onion skins and shredded beets.
Every year in the “old house” of

Dąbrowa, Easter was a beauty
before the Święconka celebration,

parade of pisankis. A few days
girls of all ages were busy with the

decoration of the eggs they

would offer to members of the

family (and suitors). Some of

them

adorned with paper flowers and

were

little

wrapped

into

precious

eggs

wonders,

silk
with

ribbons.

Parents

many

comments

“exceptional skills”, “remarkable

received
about

these
the

taste”, “incredible imagination”

and “adorable style” of the creators.
From this experience, the Książyk boys had come to the conclusion that any activity related to
eggs decoration was definitely a girl business. At home, there was no way to ask them to
perform such silliness. They kept their exceptional, remarkable and incredible skills to play
“eggs slide” with the wood toboggan made by Dziadek.
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Agnus Dei

A symbol of Easter, the lamb (Baranek
Wielkanocny) is present in all Święconka tables
or baskets. The Bible refers to Jesus as the
“Lamb of God”. Young and innocent, the lamb
pictures the sacrifice of our Lord on the Cross.
In the dining room of the Książyk house, there
are two Baranek Wielkanocny: one is in made
in bread, the other is made in sugar.
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Precious Memory

One century later, our Książyk Family is now living in
Paris but we keep alive the Easter tradition.
Every year, we add a new hand-painted pisanki from
Poland in our collection. Many are in wood, some are
in blown glass. The most beautiful are real goose eggs.
The grace and details of the drawings are beyond
words.
Of course, the most precious are those painted by the
children. They keep the memory of happy times and
they tell the strength of our faith.
Whenever we are in France for the
Easter season, we get two lambs
from the Sunday market around the
Polish Church in Paris. One is in
sugar, the other is in bread, just as
Leon remembered them from his
childhood in Warsaw.
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Special thank you to Józef Książyk
for sharing his memory of Easter tradition
and for his suggestions.

Special thank you to Jolanta Ilnicka
for her patience and her kind support
to this memory project.
We recommend a visit to her cultural blog
on Polish cooking tradition:
Genealogiczna Kuchnia
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